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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good day/morning/afternoon, I am __________________.  Thank you for the opportunity to brief you on equipment reset.  If I am successful, you will have a better understanding of equipment reset, the term used to describe the process of repairing, rebuilding or replacing equipment…stressed by combat…in order to restore combat capability.In the past, and perhaps now, the use of different terms, with different meanings, regarding equipment reset, was a source of confusion and misunderstanding.  The goal therefore is to leave you with a solid understanding of reset across DoD—including active duty, Reserve, and National Guard forces—and why it is so important for maintaining readiness of our military forces.
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Purpose

Twofold:

1. Share knowledge and information on 
Service equipment reset programs 

2. Opportunity for critical review of Service 
reset programs by the DoD Maintenance 
community
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Reset Overview:  Impact of Combat 

Operations ENDURING and IRAQI FREEDOM experience:
• Increased maintenance 
• More frequent inspections
• Increased parts replacement
• Combat losses/increased wash outs

• Extended combat operations
• Increased OPTEMPO/usage rates
• Harsh climate/environment
• Large force deployed

Combat related equipment maintenance and sustainment 
requirements are above and beyond the services’ baseline programs

Sand intrusion Wire chafing Heat damage Structural stress
Sand abrasion Seal damage Sun damage Battle damage

Corrosion Fluid contamination Latent damage Combat losses

Equipment is severely stressed by combat and the desert environment

Equipment needs to be “reset” to restore combat capability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide describes the impact of combat operations in OEF and OIF on our equipment—extended ops in a harsh environment led to an increase in maintenance required, parts consumed, washouts and losses—these combat related requirements far exceed the base line programsHence, the need to reset equipment…“Reset” refers to maintenance and sustainment actions that are driven by combat operationsWear and tear, above and beyond the baseline or “peacetime” OPTEMPO, caused by higher usage rates, combat, and in OEF/OIF, the harsh desert environmentNeeded to restore combat capabilityThe requirement to reset equipment is not new, but has been required after combat operations in the past—WWII, Korea, Viet Nam, and DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM.To ensure a common approach and understanding regarding equipment reset, a memo was published defining reset…next slide
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Reset: The Big Picture

Combat
Operations

Equipment ready 
for future 
missions

Repair

Rebuild/ 
Upgrade

Replace

Equipment reset is a continuous process and we have been 
executing this since the first units redeployed from OEF/OIF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a visual depiction of equipment reset:  It all begins with combat—in combat, equipment is used more often, at higher rates, sometimes to the limit in a tough operational environment[Build] Usually, the reset process begins in-theater, where equipment is inventoried, inspected nd evaluated to determine what needs to be done. Equipment will be redeployed to home station or retrograded to a reset facility.  Some equipment is damaged or worn beyond economic repair and is disposed of.  Sometimes, equipment remains in theater and is transferred to another unit.The reset process involved three major activities:  Repair, Rebuild or Upgrade, and Replacement.  We’ll start with Repair.Equipment can repaired at field level or depot—and this repair can occur in-theater or in CONUS.  Reset repair actions are resourced with war costs operations and maintenance (or O&M) funds which covers both labor and supplies.  Turning now to replace…Equipment is replaced due to combat losses or wash outs beyond economic repair by procuring a new itemReplacement under reset is resourced with war costs procurement funds.  The third activity is the rebuild or upgrade of equipment to extend service life or insert needed technology, for example.  Rebuild and upgrade activity typically occurs at the depot level.Rebuild or upgrade activity is resourced with supplemental O&M funds for labor and supplemental procurement funds for technology upgrades.Reset activities support one goal:  ensuring equipment is ready for the next mission—current operations in multiple CJOA's—immediate return to combat in many cases—and pre-positioned stocks (Army PTDO equipment sets, APS, MPSRON, and Air Force WRM munitions and BEAR)And it is important to note that reset is not a single event, but a continuous process as long as military forces are engaged in combat.  As mentioned earlier, the requirement to reset equipment is not new, but has been required after extended combat operations in the past.Many factors impact the reset process—to include operational considerations and priorities, transportation capabilities, repair capability and capacity, parts availability, procurement cycle times, and others—and in turn influence the reset strategies employed by the services
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Service Reset Strategy Briefs

• Army

• Marine Corps

• Navy

• Air Force
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Questions and Answers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions?
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